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To all our competitors, we offer our most heartfelt 
congratulations on becoming a 2021 Remote Braille 
Challenge Finalist! 

Your efforts earn you a place among the ranks of those who put their skills to the 
test and succeed, even in adversity.  The dictionary definition of adversity is “a 
state or instance of serious or continued difficulty.” This year, we have certainly 
faced serious and continued difficulty because of the COVID-19 pandemic, 
even in the Braille Challenge! Nonetheless, you still accepted the challenge 
and because of that, you succeed! Such courage not only celebrates your 
achievements this year, but also prepares you to accomplish even greater feats 
in the future! 

We know that in the hardest of times we are able to rely on others; thus, we 
would also like to take the time to express our gratitude to those who make your 
success possible. 

Parents, Guardians, and Family 
Thank you to the parents and family for your constant support. Your selfless 
dedication and love prepare your child not only for success as a Braille 
Challenge Finalist, but also for a successful and independent future. 

Teachers 
Thank you to the educators for focusing on your students with individual and 
sincere care. You provide the tools and often encouragement that students need 
to continually strive for the lives they want to achieve. 

Volunteers 
Thank you to the volunteers who dedicate time and effort, often in unseen ways, 
to supporting and to making Braille Challenge the most enjoyable experience 
possible for the Finalists. 

Network of Support 
Thank you to all others who play a role in the lives of our Finalists! Friends, 
mentors, and many others lift up our Finalists with confidence so that they can 
tackle any challenge that comes their way, including the Braille Challenge! 

Keep Calm and Braille On! 
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Year in Review 

January 2021 – April 2021 
Braille Challenge Regionals 
Testing 
This hybrid season, with the support 
of Regional Coordinators, dozens 
of TVIs and volunteers - hundreds 
of contestants in over 50 regional 
events in the US, Canada, and 
United Kingdom put themselves 
to the test and took the challenge. 
Coordinators got creative this year, 
and regional programs were hosted 
in various ways: in-person, hybrid, 
completely virtual or one-on-one 
TVI proctored contests! 

April – May 2021 
Contest Processing & Remote Finals 
Preparation  
The Braille Challenge Team began 
processing contests and determining 
the Braille Challenge Finalists.  Our 
Contest Developers created the Finals 
Contest and the Publishing Team 
produced the braille and graphics that 
arrive at your fingertips.  

June 2021 
Finalist Announcement & 
Orientations 
On June 1st we announced the Remote 
Braille Challenge Finalists! Next was 
the coordination of Proctors and 
Testing locations followed by Finalist 
Orientations where some of our Finalists 
got to meet for the very first time. 

June 28th – July 11th, 2021 
Finals Testing 
With the help of Remote Proctor 
Volunteers and our Production and 
Shipping team, Finalists took their 
contests in locations across North 
America. Along with the contests, 
Finalists, Proctors, and families 
received their goodie bags with fun 
items designed to create a real Braille 
Challenge experience virtually.  

July 17th – 29th, 2021 
Contest Scoring, Webinars, & 
Finalists Connections 
With the help of our transcriber team 
scoring was underway. Meanwhile 
the Braille Challenge Webinar Series 
provided insight, wisdom, and expertise 
from APH CareerConnect, HumanWare, 
Goalball Paralympian Tyler Merren, and 
the Braille Challenge Alumni Panel.  
Following the Webinars, Finalists had 
the opportunity to make connections 
and lasting bonds through the Finalist 
Social Hours. Although we were 
physically very far apart, Finalists were 
able to be close and connect virtually.    

July 30th, 2021 
Remote Finals Awards Ceremony 
And finally, after all your hard work and 
patient waiting, the award winners were 
announced! The Awards Ceremony 
experience was delivered virtually via 
livestream with speakers and viewers 
from across North America. All tuning in 
to cheer you on! 
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Words of Inspiration 

Words are powerful. They inspire us,launch us into action, 
and they drive us to create the changes we want to see in the 
world. Below we celebrate braille literacy by sharing quotes 
from game-changers in the visually impaired community! 
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Making Connections 

Lasting Memories. 
Braille Challenge not 
only tests the skills of 
the top braille readers 
and writers in North 
America, it brings 
people together. 

The friendships and 

memories you make 

here will stay with you well beyond this 
challenge. 

Remember the importance of the connections 
you make along the way and the international 
community of support that you are now a part 
of for life. 
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Apprentice 
1st – 2nd Grade Finalists
 

Joyce Bailey 
Joyce is a happy, hard-working, 2nd grader from Texas.  

She learned braille when she was 4 and encourages new  

braille users to practice a lot! When she grows up, Joyce wants  

to be a physicist and learn more about how the universe works. 

On the weekends, she likes to read, play with her siblings,  

and learn new languages.   


Dominic Budell 
Dominic is a smart, friendly, outgoing 1st grader from Meridian, 
Idaho. When he grows up, he wants to be a musician. He loves 
to play instruments and sing. His advice to new braille readers is 
to learn all that you can, because reading gives you all sorts of 
things to imagine. 

Hao Wen Deng 
Hao Wen Deng is a second grader from New York that loves  
elevators! His favorite hobbies include playing and exploring 
elevators. Hao also has in interest in technology. He uses  
devices like his Braillenote and iPad every day.  

Dallas Fonken 
Dallas is a second grader from Wichita, Kansas. A few words  
to describe Dallas are intelligent, witty, and independent.  
One fun fact about Dallas is that she taught herself how to play 
the piano! If she could become an expert in anything it would  
be the piano. When Dallas grows up, she wants to be a music 
teacher! Her favorite Braille Challenge memory is it being virtual. 

Ethan Moore 
Ethan is a second grader from Burbank, California. When he 
grows up, he wants to be a Baseball Player! Some of the best 
advice he has received is “Don’t get upset and don’t give up.” 
A perfect weekend for Ethan is listening to a Dodger’s game  
and if he could become an expert in anything, he would be  
an expert hula hooper! 

Aniyah Purvis 
Aniyah is a second grader from Tampa, Florida. A few words that 

best describe her are energetic, thoughtful, and friendly. Some of 
her favorite hobbies are singing and swimming. When she grows 

up, she wants to be a teacher! 

Colton Reinhart 
Colton is a kindergartener from New Ulm, Minnesota. When he 

grows up, he wants to be a Bop It Creator. He enjoys jumping on 
trampolines, listening to books, and playing Bop It! In his free time, 

he likes spending time with family, swimming and playing with his 
17 Bop Its! 

Zora Stover 
Zora is a second grader from New Jersey. She is curious, generous, 

energetic, and loving. A fun fact about Zora is that she loves to write 
and tell her own jokes. In fact, her favorite Braille Challenge memo

ry is performing at the virtual talent show. 

Khanh Tran 
Khanh is a first grader from Iowa. Khan has a passion for cars, and 
when he grows up, he aspires to follow that passion and become a 
car designer. Khanh also has a passion for the arts and desires to 

become an expert on music and becoming a pianist. He looks 
forward to going on walks and bike rides with his parents 

during the weekend. 

Emrie Wisner 
Emrie is a 2nd grader from Kansas. She is kind, friendly, bright, and 
outgoing. Emrie enjoys reading, writing, and swimming. Her favorite 

books are the Harry Potter series and Little House on the Prairie. 
One day Emrie would like to become a chiropractor and a teacher. 
She also hopes to be able to help others when she is all grown up. 

Anne Ye 
Anne is a second grader from New York. She can best be described 

as friendly, helpful, brave, and caring. Anne started to learn braille 
around the age of five. She is also fluent in both Chinese and 

English. Anne’s advice to new braille readers is to try and 
do your best. 
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Freshmen 
3rd – 4th Grade Finalists
 

Nico Baroni   
Nico is a 4th grader from Florida. He is kind, friendly, smart, and 
funny. Nico said he would like to be an expert in playing piano, 
speaking Spanish, and bowling. As a hobby he collects cuckoo 
and chiming clocks, bop its, and sing a ma jigs. The best advice 
Nico has ever received is: Do your personal best!  

Caleigh Caston 
Caleigh is a smart and independent 4th grader from Douglasville, 
Georgia. She learned braille when she was 3, and her advice to 
new braille users is to be patient and take your time! When she 
grows up, Caleigh wants to be a vision teacher. Caleigh likes to 
sing, play piano, and play dominoes. 

Janna Cheung 
Janna is a fourth-grade aspiring scientist from Toronto. When 
asked what she would choose to be an expert in, she replied, 
outer space! In Janna’s free time, she enjoys playing the violin, 
going on bike rides with her family, and creating short stories. 
The Braille Challenge has allowed Janna to strengthen her proof
reading and spelling skills. For new braille readers, she advises 
to begin with short books and gradually move on to longer books. 

Salome Cummins 
Salome is a kind, smart, funny St. CHarles, Missouri. She loves 
to read Harry Potter, write, bike, and listen to audiobooks in her 
free time. Braille Challenge has helped her become a fantastic 
speller. Her favorite memory is when she got first place at Braille 
Challenge. Keep calm and braille on!  

George Eaker 
George Eaker is a fun, creative fifth grader that loves playing out
side and climbing trees. George also enjoys reading. He uses his 
Braillenote every day. He believes that reading can help transport 
people to imaginary worlds.  

Keaton Hamilton 
Keaton is an early-rising, inquisitive, and musical 4th grader from 
Alberta. When Keaton grows up, he would like to pursue a career 
in composing. A fun fact about him is he has a rocket ship in his 
backyard, and in his free time, he enjoys playing hockey, skiing, 
swimming, and playing video games. The Braille Challenge has 

provided Keaton with the confidence to enter more 
braille-related contests. 

Jeremy “JJ” Matthews 
Jeremy is a fourth grader from Miami, Florida. A few words to de
scribe Jeremy are ambitious, tough, and a thrill seeker. When he 

grows up, he wants to be a DJ and his favorite hobbies are napping, 
fireworks, and going swimming! The best advice he has gotten has 

been to “Just keep trying.” 

Jude Nickson 
Jude is a fourth grader from Kansas. He is witty, smart, and kind. 

Jude loves animals so much that when he grows up, he would like 
to become a zoologist. Jude also enjoys running, playing baseball, 

and going to Royal games. 

Eniolaoluwa Osunkoya 
Eniolaoluwa Osunkoya believes that the best advice given to him 
was “Tough times never last, but tough people do.” He is a com
passionate, curious, and confident fourth grader from Maryland. 

He enjoys writing short stories, playing games with his family, and 
sharing jokes. Someday, he’d like to help animals as a veterinarian. 

Bradyn Lawson 
Bradyn is a 4th grader from Idaho. He is energetic, kind, eager, and 

courageous. A perfect weekend afternoon for Bradyn would be to 
enjoy some pizza after a fun hike and a good swim. A fun fact about 
him is that he loves armadillos. When he grows up Bradyn hopes to 

become a zookeeper! 
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Sophomore 
5th – 6th Grade Finalists
 

Carmynn Blakeley 
Carmynn is a kind, brave, tech-savvy 6th grader from Owensboro, 
Kentucky. When she grows up, she would like to be the president! 
Carmynn learned braille at 4 and says that practice makes perfect. 
When she grows up, she wants to be an expert in technology. She 
has made a lot of new friends through the Braille Challenge. Her 
favorite Braille Challenge memories are when she won nationals in 
2017 and 2019! 

Abby Cool 
Abby is a seventh grader from Omaha Nebraska. A fun fact about 
Abby is that she can do impressions and accents! Some of her  
favorite hobbies and extracurricular activities are drawing,  
painting, art, math, and listening to audiobooks. The best advice 
given to her would be “Take your time”. When she grows up, 
 Abby wants to be a teacher.  

Leo De Santis 
Leo is a 5th grader from Texas. He is funny, happy, determined,  
and chatty. In his free time Leo enjoys playing piano, producing 
music, and exercising. Leo began to learn braille at the age of 
three; the age most kids learn to read. His advice to new braille 
readers is: Take it slow and never give up! 

Mellany Fernandez 
Mellany, a fun, caring, silly 5th grader from Nebraska, is excited 
to compete in the Braille Challenge this year. She loves to swim 
and write stories. When she grows up, she wants to be a therapist. 
She began learning braille at age 4 and says that competing in the 
Braille Challenge has given her more confidence.    

Habiba Hafez 
Habiba is a 6th grader from Calgary, Alberta, Canada and can be 
described as kind, smart, and friendly. Habiba offers a piece of 
wisdom to her peers, “Believe in yourself; you are capable of doing 
everything.” She aspires to become an expert in screenwriting and 
already has a passion for writing stories.  The Braille Challenge 
has become an additional source of happiness for Habiba and has 
supported her overall confidence. 

Layla Hildenbrand 
Layla is an adventurous, humorous, and ambitious 6th grader from 

North Carolina. Her favorite weekend activities include hanging out 
at the pool with friends. When asked what she would become an ex

pert on, Layla replied animal behavior; she aspires to be a dolphin 
trainer. Layla advises new braille readers to keep going because 

Once you get the hang of it, you can read anything”! 

Hunter Kelley 
Hunter is a caring and creative sixth grader from Claremore, 

Oklahoma. Hunter is also a gamer! He enjoys playing video games 
on his Alexa and is interested in learning how to code someday. 

When he grows up, Hunter hopes to either become a librarian or 
a game developer. His favorite Braille Challenge memory so far is 

when he had the chance to travel to L.A. 

Darren Ou 
Darren is a sixth grader from California. He is both happy and 

loving. Darren enjoys playing instruments and exercising. A fun fact 
about him is that he really likes clock towers. When Darren grows 

up, he hopes to become a clockmaker. 

May Resendiz 
May is a 6th grader from Indiana who wants to be a horse trainer 

when she grows up. May is determined, creative, loving, and unique 
and encourages her peers to read everywhere, even in the dark. 

May has a passion for extracurricular activities. Her favorite hob
bies include crocheting and cheerleading. To bring a touch more 

fun, May likes to wear fun earrings. 

Sheema Shaikh 
Sheema is an enthusiastic, energetic, and hardworking 6th grader 

from Corona, California. Sheema is a dedicated student and strives 
to become an investment banker. She describes her perfect  

weekend as a time to relax after working hard in school during the 
week. A memorable and impactful moment for Sheema was  

becoming a finalist for the Braille Challenge.  
She advises her peers to keep going. 
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Junior Varsity 
7th– 9th Grade Finalists
 

Nathan Deeds 
Nathan believes that when it comes to braille, there is always more 
to learn. He is a funny and organized tenth grader from Williams
burg, Iowa that enjoys hiking and downhill skiing. Nathan also likes 
participating in choir and musicals.   

Savannah Lindberg 
Savannah is a free-spirited, outgoing, and inquisitive 9th grader 
from Florida. The best advice she has been given is not to be afraid 
to get something wrong because those who are afraid never dis
cover how to get it right. Savannah’s perfect weekend consists of 
swinging in her backyard swing, reading, listening to music and 
podcasts, and talking to friends on the phone. In her free time, Sa
vannah takes lessons in Latin.   

Madeline Mau 
Madeline is a ninth grader from New Jersey and can be described 
as funny, opinionated, and spirited. In Madeleine’s spare time, she 
has started a Disabled Student Union at her high school, learned 
how to play three instruments, and she sings in the choir at a music 
school for the blind in New York City. A fun fact that Madeleine likes 
to share about herself is being able to see different colors and 
shapes when she hears different sounds due to synesthesia. 

Christopher Morgan 
Christopher is a 7th grader from Georgia. His perfect weekend 
includes staying home and watching any sports on tv and finishing 
the day by playing basketball. His hobbies include playing the pia
no, Bop-It, and bowling. Christopher suggests to his peers learning 
braille that they take their time to master the first steps. That way, 
they will be stronger readers when they start learning new symbols. 

Sarah Murphree 
Sarah is a kind-hearted, positive 9th grader from Grand Blanc, 
Michigan. She enjoys swimming, reading, and writing. She began 
learning braille when she was 3 and advises new braille readers 
that it is hard at first but gets easier and more enjoyable the more 
you do it. 

Brooke Petro 
Brooke is an eighth grader from Leawood, Kansas. Some words to 
describe her are sarcastic, determined, tenacious, and fun-loving! 

When she grows up, she wants to be an author and some of the best 
advice she has ever been given is “Hard work pays off.” If she could 

be an expert in anything it would be linguistics because she 
enjoys learning about languages. 

Braeden Robinson 
Braeden is a techie, joyful 7th grader from Simpsonville, Kentucky. In 

his free time, he likes to play games and talk with friends. He wants 
to be a computer programmer and has already programmed a game 

called Plumbers’ Problems! He has made a lot of friends through Braille 
Challenge, and says it is fun to travel across the country for finals. 

Andy Shen 
Andy is a motivated and joyful ninth grader from San Luis Obispo, 
California who started learning braille when he was five years old. 

Andy enjoys hiking, playing the piano, and playing board games. 
Someday, he wants to showcase his award-winning musical skills as a 

concert pianist.   

Taylore Sherman 
Taylore is a ninth grader from St. Augustine, Florida. A few words to 

describe her are kind, caring, creative, intelligent, and sensitive. When 
she grows up, she has considered creating her own bakery, following 

a music career, working with technology, or teaching English at FSDB!  
Her favorite memory includes her first year in Braille Challenge when 

she won second place and attended her first-ever drum circle! 

Faith Switzer 
Faith is an eighth grader from Los Lunas, New Mexico. In her spare 
Faith is an eighth grader from Los Lunas, New Mexico. In her spare 

time Faith enjoys, reading, writing, swimming, and cooking. A few 
words to describe Faith are kind, outgoing, brilliant, and fun.  If she 

could become an expert in anything, she would want to become a 
child psychologist. A perfect weekend for Faith is sitting in the moun

tains under the trees in nature, journaling. 

Lynn Wu 
Lynn is a 9th grade aspiring professor from California. A fun fact about 

Lynn is that she was featured in the Los Angeles Times this year! 
Lynn’s favorite extracurricular activities are playing the piano, singing, 
playing with dogs, and more. She especially enjoyed meeting a guide 

dog puppy in training during The Braille Challenge last year. 
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Varsity 
10th – 12th Grade Finalists
 

Christopher Abel 
Christopher Abel is a funny, hardworking 12th grader from Georgia 
who started learning braille when he was only three years old. His 
parents encouraged him to learn at a young age so he could start 
his education on a level playing field with his sighted peers.  When 
he’s older, Christopher hopes to become a financial planner. 

Charlie Bethay 
Charlie is a 10th grader from Kansas. He is funny, intelligent, 
skeptical, and witty. If Charlie could be an expert in something, 
he would like to become an expert at curing diseases. He enjoys 
reading, writing, and listening to music 

Samantha Bomberger 
Samantha is a 12th grader from Nebraska who is compassionate, 
resilient, and unapologetically herself. It is her third and final time 
participating in the Braille Challenge finals. Samantha tells her 
peers, “It’s okay to get frustrated, but try not to let these things 
discourage you... it might be the key to your success.” 

Kaleigh Brendle 
Kaleigh Brendle is a 12th grader from New Jersey who is  
passionate about disability rights. She is an optimistic and  
empowered twelfth grader that enjoys participating in Mock Trial 
and directing Sing for Serenity, an international choir for the blind. 
She believes that Braille Challenge has helped her understand  
the importance of literacy while providing her with an  
opportunity to meet new people. 

Donavan Chasson 
Donavan is a high schooler from Louisiana. He is honest, deter
mined, smart, and funny. Donovan’s perfect weekend includes 
sitting with family while listening to music and eating barbecue. 
He also enjoys going hunting and swimming. Braille Challenge has 
impacted Donavan by teaching him how to challenge himself and 
how to push harder to succeed. 

Paige Drury 
Paige is a 12th grader from Glastonbury, Connecticut. Some of the 

best advice she has received is “Breathe and make sure to enjoy the 
journey.” Some words to describe Paige are musical, creative, a per

fectionist and funny! If she could be an expert in anything, she would 
want to be an expert in dancing. When she grows up, Paige plans to 

pursue a career in music.     

Julia LaGrand 
Julia is a creative, detailed  11 th grader from Michigan. She learned 

braille when she was 4, and encourages new braille users to work 
hard, because braille is crucial! When she grows up, she wants to 

be a violinist and an advocate. This is her 11 th year competing in the 
Braille Challenge, and she says that the new virtual format has made 

it easier for her to keep in contact with other contestants! . 

Joey Parra  
Joey is an 11 th grader from Arizona. He is responsible, courteous, 

patient, and very motivated. When he grows up Joey wants to 
become a forensic psychologist. He also hopes to become an expert 

at gunsmithing. Thanks to the Braille Challenge Joey has been able 
to gain more confidence in himself and as a contestant! 

Olivia Wilkerson 
Olivia is an outgoing, adventurous, and surf-loving 10th grader 
 from Wake Forest, North Carolina. One thing she enjoys about 
Braille Challenge is having the opportunity to meet with other 

braille readers. Olivia believes that braille literacy can open doors 
for future fun opportunities. When she grows up, she wants to 

become an aerospace engineer. 

Ella Yu 
 Ella is an ambitious 12th grader from British Columbia who can play 
the violin, viola, and the piano. In Ella’s ideal weekend, she would be 

able to stay home and play her instruments. She can easily 
 improvise and compose music. When she grows up, she would like 

to work in the technology industry. 
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Awards Spotlight 

Varsity Awards 
1. Christopher Abel 
2. Anthony Joey Parra 
3. Kaleigh Brendle 

Junior Varsity Awards 
1. Brooke Petro 
2. Madeline Mau 
3. Christopher Morgan 

Sophomore Awards 
1. Leo DeSantis 
2. Habiba Hafez 
3. Layla Hildenbrand 

Freshman Awards 
1. Salome Cummins 
2. Janna Cheung 
3. Caleigh Caston 

Apprentice Awards 
1. Hao Wen Deng 
2. Zora Stover 
3. Emrie Wisner 

Excellence in 
Spelling Award  
Salome Cummins 

Excellence in 
Charts & Graphs Award 
Nathan Deeds 

Excellence in Reading 
Comprehension Award 
Habiba Hafez 

Prize Sponsorship 
& Donor Recognition 
Humanware 
1st Place Winners
 
Apprentice through Junior Varsity 

receive a Brailliant BI X
 
Varsity winner receives a  

BrailleNote Touch Plus 32
 

APH 
2nd Place Winners
 
Chameleon 20
 

Donors
 
Dot & Rick Nelson
 

The Julia Stearns Dockweiler
   Charitable Foundation 

City National Bank 

LA Optimist Youth Foundation Through 
   a Bequest from Al & Billie Lond  

Jack and Hilary Angelo

The Albert Parvin Foundation 

Delta Gamma Foundation  

Harley’s Wallet 

Gerald and Mary Jo Brown
    in Memory of Katherine M. Krupa 

Meet the Team 

Sergio Oliva 
Vice President, Programs and Services 
Sergio has a strong program development and design 
background and is committed to building strong teams 
to match program goals. His overall experience includes 
administration and reporting on grant-funded projects, 
strategic planning and identifying and measuring 
program outcomes. Sergio joined BIA in 2013 to lead 
and grow long-standing national programs focusing  
on braille literacy and orientation and mobility for 
school-aged youth. 

Rachel Antoine 
Manager, National Programs and Services 
Rachel plans, develops, and implements all National 
Programs. She started in this field a few years ago, 
working at the Massachusetts Commission for the Blind. 
She hails from Boston and enjoys all things hometown. 
She loves exploring Los Angeles, hiking, traveling, trying 
new cuisines, and spending time with family. 

Matthew Beckwith 
Youth & National Programs Manager 
Matt began working at the Braille Institute in the  
Youth Programs serving students in Orange County. 
He has been with the National Programs department 
supporting Braille Challenge for the last two years.  
He enjoys playing music in his free time. 

Ivan Rivera 
Publishing Coordinator 
Ivan works with the National Programs team in support 
of Braille Challenge. He helps emboss and produce all 
contests in braille, assemble tactile portraits, proofread 
contest content, edit and transcribe the yearbook, 
package, and ship contest materials. He enjoys working 
with braille every day and his favorite food is enchiladas! 

Madeleine Hernandez 
Youth Programs Specialist 
Madeleine is highly involved in both the development 
and delivery of the Braille Institute’s Youth Programs.  
In addition to overseeing the Los Angeles Youth 
Program, she supports the coordination of logistics  
and communications for Braille Challenge and Cane 
Quest. She loves reading and discovering new places 
with her camera.  

Scarlett Brais 
Youth Programs Choir Director 
Scarlett is a seasoned recording artist, performer  
and music and arts educator from Los Angeles, CA.   
She has extensive teaching experience with students 
of all ages and abilities, in both the private and public 
sectors.  Scarlett began her journey at Braille as the 
children’s choir piano accompanist back in May 2014 
and accepted the choir director’s position in May 2017. 

Jacky Garcia 
Resource Specialist 
Jacky researches products, coordinates vendors, 
and supports the delivery of services for all National 
Programs. She also handles customer service where 
her upbeat personality shines through.  Jacky is visually 
impaired herself and has been an employee at the 
Braille Institute for the past 20 years. 

Tien Bui 
Production Specialist 
Tien works behind the scenes with Braille Challenge 
Communications and contest production. As the 
Production Specialist he help emboss, assemble tactile 
portraits and ship contest materials. He also supports 
National programs needs for Cane Quest and Special 
Collection. He has been at BIA for 9 months. Outside 
of work he enjoys travel and working on his car (Toyota 
MR2). His favorite food is pizza. 

Rosemary Santis 
Administrative Assistant 
Rosemary works behind the scenes with National 
Programs. She meets all National programs needs for 
Cane Quest and leading Special Collections. She has 
been working for almost 7 years at the Braille Institute 
and loves hearing all the excitement from our Braille 
Challenge competitors. 

Maria Acosta, 
Administrative Assistant, Child Development and Braille 
Publishing 
Maria has been working for Braille Institute for 17 
years. She has enjoyed working behind the scenes for 
Braille Challenge and is so proud of all the kids who 
participated in the challenge. 
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Los Angeles 
741 North Vermont Avenue 
Los Angeles, CA 90029 
323-663-1111 

Anaheim 
527 North Dale Avenue 
Anaheim, CA 92801 
714-821-5000 

Laguna Hills 
24411 Ridge Rte Drive #110 
Laguna Hills, CA 92653 
949-330-5062 

Coachella Valley 
74-245 Highway 111, #E101 
Palm Desert, CA 92260 
760-321-1111 

Riverside 
6974 Brockton Avenue #100 
Riverside, CA 92506 
951-787-8800 

San Diego 
4555 Executive Drive 
San Diego, CA 92121 
858-452-1111 

Santa Barbara 
2031 De La Vina Street 
Santa Barbara, CA 93105 
805-682-6222 

1-800-BRAILLE (272-4553) 
BrailleInstitute.org 

http://BrailleInstitute.org
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